
CONTEXTUAL DOCUMENT
I decide to choose Animation Workshop because I enjoyed doing digital than tactile. Even 
though I personally really love the process of clay, mold and plastering because I am super fond 
of statue and action figures. I am glad I was given a chance to touch and learn all about the work-
shop, timber, wire & sculpting. The experience might be useful to me in the future.
This Animation Workshop is very motivate me since my aim for this course is Animation and 
Visual effects. In class we learnt how to do a rotoscope, editing technique we did for a video by 
adding a motion graphics in it. We also learnt how to do storyboard. it was very challenging to 
think back because at first we are given a chance to chose characters randomly without thinking 
about the story at first. After we chose the characters, we create a story from that characters and 
then making the set based on the story. This is first step to a Stop-Motion Animation. One of 
animation technique that involved manual (frame by frame object movement) and digital (visual 
and sound editing).  In studio we were taught about lighting on photography or camera-frame, 
key-light, fill-light and back-light. I remember my short course with professional digital-artist 
director about this light for painting which The key light, as the name suggests, shines directly 
upon the subject and serves as its principal illuminator, more than anything else, the strength, 
color and angle of the key determines the shot’s overall lighting design. The fill light also shines 
on the subject, but from a side angle relative to the key and is often placed at a lower position 
than the key (about at the level of the subject’s face). The back light (the rim, hair, or shoulder 
light) shines on the subject from behind, often (but not necessarily) to one side or the other. It 
gives the subject a rim of light, serving to separate the subject from the background and high-
lighting contours.

Here is the final stop-motion:

YOUTUBE LINK

https://youtu.be/W8MtbSmFQN4




Poster:

For the typeface of title I chose MAD SCIENTIST, I choose a grunge style of stencil font to 
represent the messy style of madness, anger caused by stress. And the scientist is a normal good 
times font to represent an intellectual of the job.



The “Invention Gone Wrong” is  normal type face with a combination color of white in green 
stroke which giving a thrill effect in typeface. If it zoomed precisely on poster the mad scientist 
red color also in a thin green stroke, a combination of red and green, a nausea (nasty) feel of 
effect.

For the sfx itself pink panther BGM is very common to find and it is coincidental found by me 
when I browse for the sound effect from zedge.net or zedge.com. That website is specialize in 
wallpaper, ringtone and themes for phone which I always used in old times before android lau-
nuched and because  I am fan of illustration/anime and so on. Moreover “The Pink Panther 
Theme” is an instrumental composition by Henry Mancini written as the theme for the 1963 film 
The Pink Panther and subsequently nominated for the 1964 Academy Award for Best Original 
Score. The eponymous cartoon character created for the film’s opening credits by David DePatie 
and Friz Freleng was animated in time to the tune. The tenor saxophone solo was played by Plas 
Johnson. Personally I feel that BGM is used for a mystery theme. The other BGM like screaming 
when the human turn to Chewbacca makes a little surprise and a humour sense to it since this 
is playful process of animation making. I edit two kind of clanging sound since I could not find 
one in that website or maybe not the right keyword.

I could say Story World have strong connection with my specialist technology because Story 
World course help me to establish a timeline in video and story with accurate research. For in-
stance, I could manipulate the duration of my video by creating a story using rewind concept or 
adding a narratives in beginning or the end of my videos. Moreover adding narratives could give 
a clear plot to audience.
I could also add, C&D play significant role in an aspect how to build a set for the story because 
personally I did some crafting in C&D project.

Here is the list of BGM I used in the video: 



For C&D scape project I did a skate-arena which I combine 4 element area of practice from 
Graphic design (Digital), Photography (surveying site), Spatial (Design) and Product Design 
(Maquette). I draw an illustration on the photograph I took from site digitally to give an illustra-
tion at the real time situation.

One of Inspirational artist for C&D  practice:
For years, Christoph Niemann spent every Sunday conducting a drawing experiment. The artist, 
whose illustrations have appeared in doz¬ens of publications, including WIRED, would sit down 
with a blank piece of paper and a random, everyday object. He never knew what he was going 
to draw—only that his drawing would include whatever object was in front of him. And so he 
would turn pennies into scoops of ice cream. Or banan¬as into horse legs. Or highlighters into 
light sabers.tric light fittings, includ¬ing some of the very first electric floor lamps, and his very 
early use of the then-novel spherical glass lampshade (a design previously not possible due to the 
physical restrictions of gas lighting).


